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Among us
Among us can be used to get to know each other better and have
fun. This will help people meet new people they dont usually talk
to and you could talk in another language to make it more
educational :)

teachers could use social media like prezi to make presentations
and use them in class

Facebook we can use it to do like a pro�le if different famous
people of the history

we could use kahoot weeks before to review an exam and thus
learn while having fun

Kahoot
We can use kahoot to make interesting and dynami tests 

AMONG US 

Teamwork to discover something

Youtube
we can make a video with drawings explaining the units and
upload it to youtube 

Make tik toks in History, and make it about things that happened
in the past like the French Revolution 

Twitter
In Twitter you can post coments about your daily life. For
example in Twitter there are posts of teachers or university
students that can help you on your school subjects

With the kahoot put questions of the unit that we have learned
and with those questions we will learn more quickly. 

Twitter
Not it just for criticizing kardashian’s or political’s lives...Also is
actually for get the last pieces of news in a really shorter time

Kahoot to learn a unit

Kahoot
the kahoot application is used to learn any subject in a fun way
and that the contents are learned quickly.

We can use WhatssApp to ask out partners
ir we have any doubt about something to get
our companionship better

Instagram
Instagram can be used to upload polls in stories and for people
to vote (the polls would have to be the ones we are giving)
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